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This article considers various differences between the effects of education in
the marketplace and households. It shows that the household sector rewards
skills that are useful at the many tasks that household members must execute,
whereas the marketplace rewards skill at specialized tasks. In addition, increased
supplies of more educated persons reduce returns to education in the market-
place, whereas if anything, increased supplies raise household returns to edu-
cation. The greater demand over 40 years for household and market skills may
have raised returns to education in households compared to those in the market
sector.

I. Introduction

Since the first systematic studies about 50 years ago of the monetary
returns to education, thousands of estimates have been prepared for a
large number of countries. Typically, sizable rates of return of the order
of 7–15 percent have been found, with magnitudes dependent on coun-
try, level of education, and time period. Adjustments for various mea-
sures of ability, family background, and still other factors have failed to
reduce these estimates by much, if at all, whereas some adjustments,
such as for errors in reporting school years, have raised estimated re-
turns.

Many fewer studies have concentrated on benefits from education
other than earnings, such as in health, child rearing, marriage, and
consumption of new goods, though studies of outcomes in these areas
show apparently large effects of education on such “consumption” ac-
tivities (see Ehrlich and Yin 2005; Elias 2005; and Ehrlich, Hamlen, and
Yin 2007). There is also reason to believe that consumption returns to
education have risen over time perhaps even relative to market returns.
To correct this imbalance in emphasis, our study concentrates mainly
on the consumption benefits of education and discusses earnings only
to draw differences between the effects of education in the workplace
and household.

In order to highlight what we think are the key differences between
the household and market sectors, we examine a model in which the
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fundamental production structure is the same in the two sectors. In
particular, we assume that both sectors produce a wide range of goods
that require individuals to perform a large number of distinct tasks. We
believe that a model with the same underlying production characteristics
is useful for at least two reasons. First, a wide range of “outputs” are
actually produced in both sectors. In the market sector, firms produce
food, housing, transportation, health care, and so forth; in the house-
hold, individuals handle their finances, make investment decisions, pre-
pare meals, provide health care, raise and educate children, and so
forth. Second, both sectors have changed in similar ways over time. In
both sectors, technological change has transformed production, capital
goods have replaced human effort in both households and the mar-
ketplace, and new and more complex technologies provide a range of
new goods and services.

So instead of focusing on differences in the goods mix, our analysis
focuses on differences in the way production is organized in the two
sectors. In particular, we highlight that (1) the division of labor is much
less extensive in the household: households consist of a relatively small
number of individuals each of whom is responsible for many activities;
and (2) individuals work together (cooperate) in the marketplace to
produce output for sale, whereas they produce for their own consump-
tion in the household. As a result of these differences in organization,
individuals typically perform a relatively small range of tasks in the
market, whereas they perform many tasks in the household. Our goal
in this article is to flesh out some of the implications of these differences
in organizational structure between households and the marketplace.
To concentrate on these implications, we take differences in organiza-
tional structure as given, though in principle one could attempt to derive
them from a more primitive theory based on agency costs, a desire for
privacy, or other factors that limit household size.

In the market sector, individuals combine their skills with other inputs,
and the resulting output is sold. An individual’s pay for time worked is
determined by the market value of his marginal product. Compensation
is determined by an individual’s skill at his chosen task (as opposed to
all tasks), and the value received depends on the market supply of skills
and other factors. In contrast, compensation for time worked in house-
holds depends on the average of the production of an individual’s time
over many tasks. In addition, individual benefits from household pro-
duction do not depend on the supply of skills and capital in other
households.

While differences in the degree of specialization and cooperation
between the market and household sectors have many implications that
are developed below, the effect of technological progress that augments
the productivity of skilled workers highlights the contrast between mar-
kets and households. Changes that make highly educated workers more
productive at all tasks would unambiguously raise household produc-
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tivity of educated workers; but they would not affect the household
productivity of less educated workers. In contrast, changes that make
educated workers more productive in the marketplace would make less
educated workers better off to the extent that they are complementary
to educated workers, perhaps because they perform complementary
tasks. Moreover, such productivity increases could make highly educated
workers worse off in the market if the demand for their services were
inelastic.

The focus on how changes in the economic environment, such as
technological change, affect the market and household sectors differ-
ently is of particular interest given the evolution of the market sector
over the past several decades. As has been well documented, returns to
education have increased substantially in the United States and other
developed economies. That these returns have risen in spite of rapid
growth in the relative supply of more educated workers means that other
economic factors have shifted demand in favor of educated workers
even faster than the growth in supply (Katz and Murphy 1992; Murphy
and Welch 1992). The commonly recognized factors behind this shift
are (1) skill-biased technological change associated with computeriza-
tion and the expansion of labor-saving technologies, (2) the falling price
of capital goods combined with capital-skill complementarity (Krusell
et al. 2000), and (3) the shift of product demand toward more skill-
intensive sectors.

These same changes appear to have occurred in households as well
since household activities have become more physical capital and skill
intensive. As the example of technological change discussed above sug-
gests and as we show in greater detail below, differences in the degree
of specialization and cooperation between the market and household
sectors would tend to make the impact of changes in demand, tech-
nologies, and capital different in the household sector from what has
been recorded in the marketplace.

Formally, the basic model that we develop involving specialization in
the market sector by different education groups among a continuum
of goods is closely related to Ricardian models of trade between coun-
tries with a continuum of goods (see Dornbusch, Fischer, and Samuelson
1977; Eaton and Kortum 2002). Some of our comparative static results
have a close correspondence to the results of these models on the gains
from trade. For example, the effects in our article of an increased supply
of higher-educated persons on the earnings of the less educated are
closely related to the results by Dornbusch et al. on the effects of an
increased size of the rest of the world on the welfare of a particular
country.

However, the focus is different because ours is on the effects of tech-
nological progress, changes in the number of persons with different
amounts of education, and other variables on the gains from education
in households compared with those in the market sector. Some of the
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results in these comparisons have not been derived, or at least not
emphasized, in this trade literature. Yet they are crucial to our conclu-
sions about why the gains from education are different in markets and
households.

The article is organized as follows. Section II lays out our basic model
of production, and it contrasts the utilities of more educated and less
educated workers when production takes place entirely in households
versus when production takes place only in the marketplace. Section
III shows the differences between the impact of changes in technology
and other factors in the market and household sectors. Many of the
forces that mute the impact of such changes in the marketplace either
do not operate or operate very differently in households. In particular,
we show that the same types of underlying changes that have driven the
evolution of market outcomes often generate even more pronounced
changes in the household sector. Section IV integrates our models of
household and market production by allowing individuals to buy goods
in the market that they use to produce household commodities. Section
V concludes with some suggestions for future research.

II. Production in the Market and Household Sectors

We begin our analysis with a simple model of production that we will
use for both the market and household sectors. We assume that there
is a continuum of tasks to be performed. For simplicity, we associate
each of these tasks with the production of a specific consumption good
and assume that an individual’s output on a given task is simply his skill
at that task multiplied by the time devoted to the task. Hence, an in-
dividual with skill level on task x who spends units of timeS(x) t(x)
working on task x will produce units of task x output,Y(x) p t(x) # S(x)

.Y(x)
To keep things simple without any major omissions for our purposes,

we assume that all individuals have essentially additively separable pref-
erences over these goods of the form

j/(j�1)

(j�1)/jU p A(x)Y(x) dx , (1)�[ ]
where x indexes the different tasks, j measures the degree of substi-
tutability between the outputs of the different tasks, and measuresA(x)
the level of demand for the output of task x. We assume ,A(x)dx p 1∫
so that measures the distribution of demand across tasks.A(x)

Throughout our analysis we consider two levels of education, which
we denote as high school and college. For now, we assume that all
individuals within a given education level have identical skills and that
educated workers are more productive at all tasks but have a comparative
advantage at some tasks relative to others. In particular, we order the
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tasks according to the degree of comparative advantage of the more
educated workers so that the educated workers have a comparative ad-
vantage at the higher-index tasks. With these assumptions, the compar-
ative advantage of college graduates, , is increasingR(x) p S (x)/S (x)COL HS

in x, with for all tasks, where is the productivity of aR(x) ≥ 1 S (x)COL

representative college graduate at task x and is the productivityS (x)HS

of a representative high school graduate at the same task.

Equilibrium in the Market Sector

Given the structure described above, the market allocation of workers
will be determined by comparative advantage. College and high school
graduates will specialize in different tasks, with college graduates per-
forming the higher-index tasks and high school graduates performing
the lower-index tasks. We denote the equilibrium cutoff level of tasks
that separates the tasks performed by college and high school graduates
by and the corresponding cutoff level of comparative advantagex*

. Since all individuals are identical within a given educationR* p R(x*)
level, all must earn the same amount regardless of which tasks they
perform in equilibrium. The output per hour produced by college grad-
uates working at task x is , so that the price of good x will beS (x)COL

for , where WCOL is the equilibrium wage ofP(x) p W /S (x) x ≥ x*COL COL

college graduates. Similarly, for , prices will bex ! x* P(x) p
.W /S (x)HS HS

Since the utility function given in equation (1) is homothetic, we can
act as if there is a single representative consumer in considering con-
sumption levels. The utility function above is maximized subject to the
budget constraint , where W is earnings and areP(x)Y(x)dx p W P(x)∫
the prices defined above. The first-order conditions for all x are

�1/jA(x)Y(x) p lP(x), (2)

with l being the marginal utility of income times
. Hence, the equilibrium consumption of good(j�1)/j j/(j�1)[ A(x)Y(x) dx]∫

will satisfyY(x)
�j j �jY(x) p l A(x) P(x) . (3)

That for and for im-P(x) p W /S (x) x ≤ x* P(x) p W /S x ≥ x*HS HS COL COL

plies that . Therefore,W /W p R(x*)COL HS

WHSP(x) p for x ≤ x*
S (x)HS

W R(x*)HSp for x ≥ x*. (4)
S (x) R(x)HS

The gains to specialization are immediately evident in equation (4). The
prices of products produced by high school graduates are the same as
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they would be without specialization by education level. However, the
prices of products produced by college graduates are lower by the factor

for . This reflects the comparative advantage ofR(x*)/R(x) ! 1 x 1 x*
college graduates at those tasks and the gains from trade received by
high school graduates. The market limits the comparative disadvantage
of high school graduates at more skilled tasks to their disadvantage at
the marginal task, .R(x*)

Solving for the equilibrium quantities, prices, and time allocations is
relatively straightforward. With the time devoted to the production of
good x being , output on task x will be fort(x) Y(x) p t(x)S (x) x !HS

and for . In order to pinx* Y(x) p t(x)S (x) p t(x)R(x)S (x) x ≥ x*COL HS

down prices, we need to choose units for measuring prices. One con-
venient set of units is to use the wage of high school graduates as the
numeraire. Then equilibrium prices, production, and time allocations
will satisfy

1
P(x) p for x ! x*

S (x)HS

1 R(x*)
p for x ≥ x*, (5a)

S (x) R(x)HS

�j j jY(x) p l A(x) S (x) for x ! x*HS

R(x)
�j j jp l A(x) S (x) # for x ≥ x*, (5b)HS jR(x*)

and

�j j j�1t(x) p l A(x) S (x) for x ! x*HS

j�1R(x)
�j j j�1p l A(x) S (x) # for x ≥ x*. (5c)HS jR(x*)

To solve the full equilibrium, we need to bring in the two supply con-
straints, that the total time demanded of college and high school grad-
uates is equal to their corresponding supplies. Mathematically,

�j j j�1T p l A(x) S (x)dx (6a)HS � HS
!x x*

and

j�1R(x)
�j j j�1T p l A(x) S (x) dx, (6b)COL � HS jR(x*)x≥x*

where THS and TCOL are the total time of high school and college grad-
uates available in the marketplace. The equilibrium cutoff, , can bex*
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determined from the ratio of these two conditions that eliminates x and
equates relative demands and relative supplies:

j j�1 j�1 jA(x) S (x)[R(x) /R(x*) ]dx∫x≥x∗T HSCOL p . (7)
j j�1T A(x) S (x)dx∫ !x x∗HS HS

There is a unique that solves this equation since the denominatorx*
(the demand for high school labor) is monotonically increasing in x*
and the numerator (the demand for college labor) is monotonically
falling in . Once we have determined , the remaining parameter,x* x*
l, can be determined from either equation (6a) or equation (6b), which
can then be used to determine the absolute amounts of outputs and
inputs. We omit this final step in our analysis since we are interested in
relative quantities and prices. As can be seen from the right-hand side
of equation (7), an increase in shifts relative demand as the allocationx*
of tasks changes (the extensive margin), and equation (5a) shows that
the relative price of goods produced with college labor increases.

The aggregate degree of substitutability between college and high
school labor is a combination of the substitutability of task outputs, j,
and the ease of switching tasks on the margin, determined by the dis-
tribution of comparative advantage in the neighborhood of . Thex*
ability to switch on the extensive margin makes the degree of substi-
tution between factors greater than the pure substitution between goods,
j.

Several aspects of this equilibrium are worth noting. First, the equi-
librium return to education is determined by the productivity differ-
ential on the marginal task . When this marginal productivity differ-x*
ential is held fixed, changes in relative productivities such as increasing

by increasing the productivity of college graduates for willR(x) x 1 x*
have differential effects based on the magnitude of j. For , in-j 1 1
creasing college productivity for some range of x’s above will increasex*
the relative demand for college graduates and raise the earnings dif-
ferential by pushing up . In contrast, when , raising the pro-x* j ! 1
ductivity of college graduates for lowers the educational wagex 1 x*
differential. Second, when college graduates have a strong advantage
at some tasks, , high school graduates gain significantlyR(x) k R(x*)
since they buy these goods for a small fraction, , of what itR(x*)/R(x)
would cost them to produce the goods themselves.

In our model the supply of college and high school labor is perfectly
elastic across tasks. As a result, the surplus over what high school grad-
uates would be willing to pay for the inframarginal goods above isx*
competed away by producers (college graduates) and generates con-
sumer surplus for the buyers (high school graduates). In the same way,
college graduates gain on the outputs produced by high school grad-
uates.

One particularly simple case is the one in which (Cobb-j p 1
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Douglas), in which case the allocation of resources across tasks is in-
dependent of productivity and depends only on the demand for the
task and the type of worker assigned to the tasks. In particular, forA(x)
a given value of , tasks performed by college graduates are assignedA(x)
equivalent time measured in market-based efficiency units but less phys-
ical time than would be required for high school graduates. This case
will be particularly useful for our comparison of the market and house-
hold sectors, which we consider next.

Equilibrium in the Household Sector

In order to illustrate the key differences between the market and house-
hold sectors, we next analyze the equilibrium if all production were to
take place in the household as opposed to the market sector. This com-
parison allows us to see how the determinants of the returns to education
differ across the two sectors, and it will lay the groundwork for the
integrated model set out in Section IV below.

Much of the analysis remains the same when one is considering pro-
duction in the household sector rather than in the market sector, except
that both college and high school graduates must produce the full range
of goods for their own consumption. In particular, from the perspective
of high school graduates, the price of consumption of goods x 1 x*
would rise by a factor relative to the market case. That is,R(x)/R(x*)
prices would increase the most to high school graduates for the goods
at which college graduates have the biggest comparative advantage (the
highest-x goods). Similarly, from the perspective of college graduates,
the price of goods for would rise by the factor , withx ! x* R(x*)/R(x)
the largest rise for the lowest-index goods. Clearly, both groups would
be worse off because of the lack of specialization. This is what Wesley
Mitchell (1937) referred to a century ago in 1908 as the “backward art
of spending money,” where households are less efficient than firms
because of the lack of specialization.1

Formally, high school graduates in the household sector solve the
same utility maximization problem as in the market sector with the
exception that for all x. The first-order conditions areP(x) p 1/S (x)HS

then the same as in equations (2) and (3) above so that the optimal
allocation of time across tasks satisfies

j j�1TA(x) S(x)
t(x) p , (8)

j j�1A(z) S(z) dz∫

where T is the fixed time available per household. The indirect utility

1 As we will see in Sec. III below, this loss of the gains from specialization across education
levels is only part, and maybe only a small part, of the efficiency loss from the lack of
specialization in the household sector.
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level received by a high school graduate in the household sector will
then be

1/(j�1)

j j�1U p T A(x) S (x) dx . (9)HS � HS[ ]
Similarly, the utility level received by a college graduate will be

1/(j�1)

j j�1U p T A(x) S (x) dx . (10)COL � COL[ ]
The education premium in the household (which can be interpreted

as the ratio of effective incomes) will then be
1/(j�1)

j j�1 j�1A(x) S (x) R(x) dx∫ UHS COLHHr p p . (11)
j j�1[ ] UA(x) S (x) dx∫ HSHS

Equation (11) expresses the effective income ratio of college graduates
relative to high school graduates as a nonlinear weighted average of the
level of comparative advantage on the various tasks (weighted by the
expression ).j j�1A(x) S (x)HS

In response to the change in prices due to, say, a change in tech-
nologies, the household allocation of resources across tasks will in gen-
eral be different from that found in the market. The direction in which
resources flow will be determined by the degree of substitutability across
tasks. When substitution across task outputs is relatively poor, ,j ! 1
households will shift resources toward the sectors in which productivity
falls (i.e., sectors in which prices rise). When , the allocation ofj 1 1
resources will shift in the opposite direction. The case in which j p

provides a convenient benchmark case since the allocation of re-1
sources across tasks will not change with productivity. High school grad-
uate households, college graduate households, and the market will all
allocate resources across sectors in the same proportions. In terms of
consumption, high school graduates will simply scale down their con-
sumption of all goods with by the factor relative tox 1 x* R(x*)/R(x)
the market sector outcome and maintain the same level of consumption
for goods with . For college graduates, we should see exactly thex ! x*
reverse: consumption of goods with would remain fixed relativex 1 x*
to the market sector, and consumption of goods with would bex ! x*
reduced by the factor in the household sector. Exact cal-R(x)/R(x*)
culations using the indirect utility functions given in equations (9) and
(10) above can also be made for cases in which .j ( 1

Most important for our purposes, the overall comparative advantage
of college graduates will differ between the market and nonmarket sec-
tors. In the market sector, high school graduates buy output x at a price
of for and at a price of for1/S (x) x ! x* 1/S (x) # R(x*)/R(x) x 1HS HS
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Figure 1.—Determination of market prices

. This is equivalent to having productivity for andx* S (x) x ! x*HS

for . For college graduates, we have the re-S /R(x*) 1 S (x) x 1 x*COL HS

verse story, with equivalent productivities forS # R(x*) 1 S (x) x !HS COL

and for . When the market and household sectors arex* S (x) x 1 x*COL

compared, the relative advantage of college graduates in the household
will be greater because their effective relative productivity rises for all
tasks with but will be lower because their effective relative pro-x 1 x*
ductivity falls for . Essentially, college graduates gain less in thex ! x*
household than in the market to the extent that they have to spend
considerable time performing tasks at which they have little comparative
advantage (low-x tasks) but gain more relative to the market to the extent
that they now get the full advantage of their productivity advantage for
tasks with .x 1 x*

Any comparison of returns to college in the market and household
sectors will come down to assessing the relative importance of these two
categories of tasks and the degree of consumer surplus generated in
the market on those tasks (i.e., the extent to which forR(x)/R(x*) 1 1

and for ). Given our assumption that collegex 1 x* R(x*)/R(x) 1 1 x ! x*
graduates have an absolute advantage at all tasks, this second effect is
bounded above by . In contrast, the gains to highR(x*) p W /WCOL HS

school graduates from trading in the market compared to the household
could be very large on some tasks (i.e., we could have forR(x) k R(x*)
some tasks).

Figure 1 illustrates these ideas by plotting the price of goods in the
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market and household sectors for both college and high school grad-
uates (expressed in units of high school graduate time in the market
sector). In these units, high school graduates are allocated with one
unit of income, and college graduates are allocated with units ofR(x*)
income, in either the market or household sector. Since the units of x
are largely arbitrary, we let x represent the comparative advantage of
college graduates so that . The figure shows the prices facedR(x) p x
by both groups in the market sector and by each of the two groups in
the household sector. The equilibrium price function in the market
sector is the lower envelope of the two lines. The price function in the
household sector for college graduates lies above the market price line
to the left of , and the household price function for high schoolx*
graduates lies above the market price function to the right of . Thex*
two shaded regions in the figure represent the losses for college and
high school graduates in the household relative to the market. The
advantage of college graduates relative to high school graduates in the
household sector versus the market sector will then be determined by
the relative sizes of these two areas (weighted by the distribution of
inputs across tasks).

In the case in which , this comparison is aided by the fact thatj p 1
the allocation of weight by market resources across tasks is the same in
the market and household sectors. In that case, the amount of mass to
the left and right of will then be equal in both sectors to the relativex*
supplies of college and high school graduates in the market. We will
return to this in Section III below.

III. The Evolution of Education Premiums in the Household and
Market Sectors

This section explores further implications of our model. In particular,
we will address how changes in technology, factor supplies, and other
elements affect outcomes in the market sector and household sector
economies described above. Our analysis assumes that technological and
other changes in the market and household sectors have proceeded in
roughly parallel directions. We think that this fits well with the changes
observed in the two sectors. In particular, both sectors have been char-
acterized by three major events. First, both have seen a substantial de-
cline in the demand for raw human labor. In the market sector, this
has shown up in terms of a decline in the demand for laborers, oper-
atives, and so forth (see Katz and Murphy 1992; Murphy and Welch
1992, 1993). In the household sector, this has shown up in the reduced
household time devoted to meal preparation, laundry, and other activ-
ities that previously occupied substantial household time (see Green-
wood, Rogerson, and Wright 2005).

Second, both sectors have experienced an introduction of more so-
phisticated technologies such as computers, advanced electronics, in-
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novative medical care, and greater importance of information and com-
munications. Finally, both sectors have had a decline in the real cost of
capital goods and an increased use of capital: physical capital in the
market sector and household durables in the household sector. Our
basic thesis is that these changes have shifted comparative advantages
in the two sectors in roughly similar ways but that the impact of these
changes has differed because of the differences in market organization
described above. In this section, we explore the implications of this
thesis by considering the impact of the same changes in the two sectors.

The effects of changes in factor supplies represent the most striking
difference between the market and household sectors. If we start from
an equilibrium in the market as depicted in figure 1, an increase in the
market supply of college (high school) graduates would shift the college
effective productivity down (up) because their hourly earnings go down.
Hence, college graduates would lose (gain) in the market sector and
high school graduates would gain (lose). In the household sector, factor
supplies would have no effect on either group since all individuals per-
form the same mix of tasks in equilibrium regardless of factor supplies.
While this difference is obvious given the distinction in the way pro-
duction is organized in the two sectors, our model highlights its im-
portance given the substantial growth in the supply of educated labor
in the market sector over time.

The difference between the supply effects can be seen clearly in the
case in which growth in the demand for college labor, captured in our
model by a rightward shift in the distribution of demand across tasks,
is offset by growth in the supply of college graduates, so that the market
premium for educated labor stays fixed. In that case, we can think of
the productivity curves in figure 1 staying fixed, with a shift in the
distribution of demand to the more skill-intensive tasks. The bottom
line would be no change in the relative real income of college and high
school graduates in the market since there is no change in nominal
relative incomes, and preferences are homothetic. But the welfare of
college graduates relative to high school graduates would rise in the
household sector as a result of an increase in the tasks at which college
graduates have a comparative advantage. Thus, if a corresponding shift
in task demands in the two sectors is offset by a growth in the supply
of college graduates that prevents college relative wages from rising,
college graduates would gain relatively in the household even though
their market wage compared to that of high school graduates stayed
constant.2

What we have observed in the market over the past several decades

2 One effect would run in the opposite direction if the inframarginal demands shifted
in the reverse direction (toward less college-intensive tasks). This will not happen as long
as the shift was uniform in the sense that was increasing in x, where and′ ′A (x)/A(x) A (x)

are the new and old demand distributions.A(x)
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(and to some extent over the twentieth century) is a combination of
the relative supply effect and the demand story. In particular, the history
of the market sector has been characterized by substantial growth in
the relative supply of and demand for college graduates (see Katz and
Murphy 1992; Murphy and Welch 2001). Over recent decades, the
growth in demand has outstripped the growth in supply, generating a
rising premium for college graduates. Over the longer term, the growth
in supply and demand has been more in balance, with periods of rising
premiums offset by periods of declining premiums.

To examine the change in the relative welfare of college and high
school graduates, we consider the simple case in which , so thatj p 1
the allocation of time across tasks is the same in the household and
market sectors. We can compare outcomes in the household and market
sectors for both college and high school graduates by the income pre-
mium the consumer would require to compensate for the higher prices
faced in the household sector. In the case of , consumption ofj p 1
good x is simply , where M is income. The individual’sM # A(x)/P(x)
utility is then

�
M

ln (U ) p A(x) ln dx� [ ]P(x)1

�

p ln (M) � A(x) ln [P(x)]dx. (12)�
1

The percentage change in income required to compensate the con-
sumer for changing prices from to is then simply′P(x) P (x)

�

′Comp p A(x){ln [P (x)] � ln [P(x)]}dx. (13)�
1

College graduates face the same prices in the two sectors for x 1 x*
and face higher prices in the household sector for . For ,x ! x* x ! x*
prices in the household sector are higher by the ratio . Hence,R(x*)/R(x)
the compensating difference for college graduates is simply

x*

Comp p A(x){ln [R(x*)] � ln [R(x)]}dx. (14)COL �
1

Similarly, the compensating change in income for high school graduates
would be

�

Comp p A(x){ln [R(x)] � ln [R(x*)]}dx. (15)HS �
x*
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The advantage of college graduates in the household environment rel-
ative to the market environment is then given by

�

ADV p A(x){ln [R(x)] � ln [R(x*)]}dx�
x*

x*

� A(x){ln [R(x*)] � ln [R(x)]}dx. (16)�
1

These correspond to the two shaded regions in figure 1 weighted by
demand. As such, the total equivalent income advantage for college
graduates in the household sector can be written as

�
YCOLln p ln [R(x*)] � A(x){ln [R(x)] � ln [R(x*)]}dx�( )YHS x*

x*

� A(x){ln [R(x*)] � ln [R(x)]}dx. (17)�
1

We can use equation (17) to measure the gain for college graduates
in the household sector in terms of the return in the market sector,

, and inframarginal advantages and disadvantages of collegeln [R(x*)]
graduates relative to high school graduates in the household sector (the
second two terms). On the basis of outcomes in the market sector, we
know that has risen over time. We also know that the mass ofR(x*)
activities of comparative gain for college graduates ( ) has in-x 1 x*
creased, and the mass of activities at which college graduates have an
inframarginal disadvantage has decreased. Notably, both of these last
two occurred in spite of the increase in . As many have observed, onx*
the basis of outcomes in the market sector, this implies that demand
has shifted in favor of college graduates (see, e.g., Katz and Murphy
1992). In our model, this would mean that has shifted toward highA(x)
values of x since both the relative price and relative quantity of college
graduates have increased.

The second two terms in equation (17) represent surplus terms and
can be thought of in terms of the resources (measured by time in the
household or value of inputs in the market sector) times the average
difference between comparative advantage on those tasks and the mar-
ginal market task, .x*

On the basis of the framework presented by Katz and Murphy, we
can begin to analyze the components of equation (17). The first term
in equation (17) depends only on the market premium for college
graduates relative to high school graduates. The second two terms can-
not be measured directly, but the mass of resources devoted to the two
components (i.e., time spent on the two sets of inframarginal tasks) is
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TABLE 1
College-Plus and High School Quantity

and Price Data

1967 2003

Relative wage 1.51 1.95
College share .24 .58
High school share .76 .42

simply measured by the fraction of market income going to high school
and college graduates. Table 1 examines the relative prices and quan-
tities underlying equation (17) for 1967 and 2003 based on Current
Population Survey data. Under the assumption that , the inter-j p 1
pretation of these data together with the view that the evolution of
technology has been the same in the household and market sectors
would be that in 1967, 76 percent of the tasks performed were tasks at
which college graduates had a comparative advantage of 1.51 to one or
less. In 1967, only on 24 percent of tasks did college graduates have a
comparative advantage of 1.51 to one or more. In contrast, by 2003 the
fraction of tasks at which college graduates had a comparative advantage
of 1.95 or more (a much higher threshold) was 58 percent. As such, in
1967, college graduates had a comparative advantage less than the mar-
ket premium in roughly three-quarters of the tasks; whereas in 2003,
college graduates had an advantage less than the market premium in
only two-fifths of the tasks. Unless the average differentials above or
below the market threshold moved very strongly in the other direction,
it would seem that the returns to education in the household increased
much more than the tremendous rise we saw in the market sector over
this same period.

Figure 2 illustrates the change in terms of our earlier graph (fig. 1).
Figure 2a depicts the situation in 1967 when three-quarters of the house-
hold tasks have educational advantages below the market advantage.
Figure 2b shows 2003, when more than half of the tasks performed in
the household have an educational advantage greater than that seen in
the market sector.

The key to this contrast is the effect of supply and the distribution
of comparative advantage across tasks. This can be seen by considering
the extreme case in which college labor’s share is very low. When the
supply of college graduate labor is very low, college graduates will per-
form the market tasks only at which they have the greatest comparative
advantage. As such the market premium will exceed their productivity
advantage in almost all tasks. Their market compensation will then be
the same as if they had that large of a comparative advantage at all tasks.
If gradually over time we switched to the other extreme, where college
graduate labor accounts for almost all the market supply, then the re-
verse would hold. College graduates would now perform all tasks except
those for which they have the smallest comparative advantage. Their



Figure 2.—Market equilibrium: a, in 1967; b, in 2003
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market compensation would now reflect their comparative advantage
on the tasks at which they have the least comparative advantage, and
the market premium will be less than their productivity advantage on
almost all tasks. Since the premium in the household is based on an
average level of comparative advantage (see eq. [17]) rather than the
supply- and demand-determined marginal task, each college graduate
gains much more over time in the household relative to the market
when the supply of college graduates increases.

While over the recent period the college premium has risen substan-
tially, over the longer term, education returns in the market have shown
less of a trend; quantity changes have been even more dramatic. Thus,
in the longer term, returns are likely to be even more skewed toward
rising in the household than in the market sector given the larger in-
crease in tasks at which college graduates have a comparative advantage
and the fact that the growth in demand has been completely offset by
supply growth in the market sector.

The model outlined here and existing evidence from the market
sector can help us understand the source of this growing premium. We
discuss several factors in turn.

Technological Change

In our model, changes in technology can be thought of in terms of
shifts in the productivity functions and for a fixed defi-S (x) S (x)HS COL

nition of tasks. Educationally, neutral changes in productivity would be
captured by equal proportional shifts in these two schedules and would
hold comparative advantage, , fixed. For the case in which ,R(x) j p 1
when these changes are inframarginal, they will have equal effects on
the welfare of college and high school graduates in both the household
and the market. The reason is that shares devoted to the different goods
are the same for the two groups and the same in the household and
in the market.

When and the change is inframarginal, the group specializingj 1 1
in the tasks for which productivity increased will gain the most in the
market sector, since the demand for their services will rise and relative
wages will tilt in their favor. How much they gain in relative terms will
depend on how much the cutoff level must move to equate supply and
demand. In the household sector, both groups will gain an amount
based on how much resources are allocated to that task. With ,j 1 1
groups will devote relatively more time to the tasks at which they have
the greatest comparative advantage, and the relative gains will tend to
follow the same direction but will not necessarily be of the same mag-
nitudes as in the market sector.

When , the contrast between changes in the two sectors is morej ! 1
extreme. In this case, the relative wage of the group specializing in the
tasks in which productivity increased falls since the cutoff must move
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against them in order to clear the market. If that move is sufficiently
large, they will be worse off, whereas the group not specializing in those
tasks always gains more than they and always gains in absolute terms.
In the household sector, both groups gain from education-neutral tech-
nical advance, with the group allocating relatively more time to that
sector gaining more.

The distinctions between the market and household sectors for tech-
nical changes that are education specific are even greater. In the case
in which the change is inframarginal and in the favor of the group not
specialized in a given task, the change has no effect on the market sector
equilibrium but will clearly benefit that group in the household. In the
case in which , the contrast will be even more extreme since thej ! 1
less productive group will devote more rather than fewer resources to
the activities at which they have a comparative disadvantage. Increases
in productivity on tasks not performed in equilibrium have no value in
the market sector, but since all tasks are performed in the household,
increases in productivity are valued on all tasks. Hence, increases in
productivity on tasks with a comparative disadvantage will be dispro-
portionately valued in the household when .j ! 1

When the increase in productivity is education specific and occurs
for the group specialized in that activity, the effect in the market sector
is the same as when productivity increases for both groups. Hence
education-biased and education-neutral technical change would have
the same effect on market outcomes in this case. When , bothj p 1
groups gain equally in the market sector case even though the produc-
tivity gain occurred for only one group. When , the group expe-j 1 1
riencing the productivity gain will gain more than the group with no
productivity gain since relative wages will shift in their favor; when

, the group experiencing no productivity improvement will actuallyj ! 1
gain more. In the household, of course, only the group experiencing
the productivity gain will be affected.

Induced Technological Change

As has been emphasized by Acemoglu and Linn (2004) and others, an
increase in the relative supply of educated workers could induce tech-
nological change that favors those workers because of the greater payoff
to such innovations induced by the greater supply. In the market sector,
the induced change may offset, or even more than offset, the loss in
relative earnings generated by the imperfect substitutability of educated
and less educated workers. However, given the evidence that substitution
between education levels is relatively low (Katz and Murphy and others
estimate the elasticity of substitution to be roughly 1.4),3 this induced

3 In fact their estimate should already account for some of the induced demand effect
to the extent that it operates over the frequency used in their empirical analysis.
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demand effect would need to be very large to offset the negative price
effect directly caused by the supply change with a fixed technology. If
the induced technological progress effect is not quite strong, it will only
mute rather than offset the downward effect on educational premiums
of greater supply.

In our opinion, induced technological change is more likely to be
important in the household sector. Industry-level and other economies
of scale that operate through the market size effect are likely to be
found for household goods as well as for production methods. With a
more educated consumer population, products will be tailored to more
educated consumers. Since there is no compensating imperfect substi-
tution force to offset in the household case, the induced change effect
is the only force that will operate. As a result, with induced technological
change, growth in the supply of educated workers will actually increase
the education premium in the household even if the induced technical
change effect is relatively weak.

Changes in the Demand for Tasks

Changes in the demand for tasks, shifts in the function in ourA(x)
model, will have substantial effects in both the market and household
sectors. In the market sector, the major effect happens when demand
shifts between tasks performed by different groups. Shifts within tasks
performed by a single group that hold overall demand fixed have no
effect. For example, shifts in demand from tasks at which college grad-
uates have a modest relative advantage compared to the market pre-
mium (i.e., close to ) to tasks at which they have a greatR(x) R(x*)
advantage ( ) would have a neutral effect on college andR(x) k R(x*)
high school graduates. In the household sector, of course, such a shift
would benefit college graduates relative to high school graduates since
the tasks at which the college graduates have the greatest comparative
advantage have become more important.

Changes in the relative demand between tasks performed by one
group and tasks performed by the other will affect the market return
to education by shifting demand in favor of one of the two groups.
Hence, shifts in demand from less skilled tasks to more skilled tasks will
have an effect to the extent that demand is shifted from tasks below

to tasks above . However, given that prices are determined byx* x*
relative advantage on the marginal task, this effect will be the same
regardless of whether the shift goes from tasks slightly below tox*
slightly above or from well below to well above . In the house-x* x* x*
hold, the effect of a shift toward higher-x tasks will not depend partic-
ularly on the level of . Changes in the composition of demand acrossx*
tasks over time can be generated by many forces including differential
income elasticities across goods or changes in the prices of comple-
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mentary or substitutable inputs (which we do not explicitly model but
could be added in a straightforward way).

Capital-Skill Complementarity

One force that has operated in both the market and household sectors
is the declining cost of capital goods relative to both labor inputs and
consumption goods. The decline in the relative costs of capital goods
has caused growth in the capital-labor ratio in the market and growth
in consumer durables in the household. One key effect of the declining
relative price of capital goods and rising capital inputs works through
capital-skill complementarity, where capital goods serve as substitutes
for low-skilled labor and complements to high-skilled labor. It is im-
portant to realize that this force works on both margins. It works to
reduce the demand for less skilled labor by allowing capital goods to
be used at activities previously requiring less skilled workers. It also serves
to enhance the demand for high-skilled workers by generating new tasks
to design, operate, and control more sophisticated devices. The role of
capital-skill complementarity in generating growth in the relative de-
mand for more skilled labor, and thereby raising the return to education,
has been explored for the market sector by Krusell et al. (2000).

These same forces have been important in the household. In the
household, consumer durables have reduced the time required for me-
nial household tasks such as laundry, cleaning, and so forth (see Green-
wood et al. 2005). These types of tasks are the tasks that less skilled
workers perform in the market sector and therefore are the tasks at
which college graduates have the least comparative advantage. As the
time devoted to these tasks in the household sector declines, college
graduates gain more than high school graduates since college graduates
earn a smaller return on these types of tasks. The large time devoted
to menial tasks in the past served as a “tax” on education since they
required educated workers to spend more time on tasks at which they
had less comparative advantage, although they reduced the tax by sub-
stituting toward servants and other market input.

At the same time, the influx of more sophisticated technologies in
the household, such as computers and the Internet, has enhanced the
demand for skilled workers in the household just as it has in the mar-
ketplace. On the basis of evidence from the market sector, we know that
such new technologies benefit educated workers more than less edu-
cated workers, particularly when they are first introduced. This advan-
tage may fall somewhat over time as new devices mature and become
simplified and easier to use.
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IV. Market Goods and Household Production

Our discussion to this point has contrasted the gains to education in
two polar cases, a pure market economy, where all goods are produced
in the market and education has no effect on household productivity,
and a pure household economy, where all goods are produced and
consumed entirely in the household.

In this section, we consider a hybrid economy in which education
confers an advantage in both the market and household sectors (as
opposed to just one of the two sectors). To keep things simple, we
maintain the same structure as above regarding the comparative advan-
tage of college graduates in particular activities. However, we now as-
sume that the productivity advantage gained through education is split
between the market and the household sectors. Education confers an
advantage at both producing and consuming certain goods. Analytically,
we do this by splitting where the advantage occurs between the house-
hold and market sectors according to the parameter a, . The0 ≤ a ≤ 1
market productivity of a high school graduate on task x is now

, and household productivity on that task for that same indi-1�aS (x)HS

vidual is . The structure of consumption is that each task x re-aS (x)HS

quires task-specific goods, , which are produced outside of theY(x)
household and purchased in the market but consumed in the house-
hold. In particular, in the marketplace, high school graduates can pro-
duce units of output, , per unit of time; college graduates1�aS (x) Y(x)HS

can produce units of the same output per unit of time. In the1�aS (x)COL

household, skill aids the consumption of these goods (e.g., education
makes purchased health care inputs more effective), so that high school
graduates can produce units of task output per unit of , andaS (x) Y(x)HS

college graduates can produce of that same task output fromaS (x)COL

the same amount of purchased inputs. In this framework, productivity
on household tasks determines the amount of output received per unit
of goods purchased in the market, just as market productivity determines
output produced per unit of time in the market sector. Because of the
way we have set things up, when the same individual produces and
consumes the good for a certain task himself, productivities and com-
parative advantage are the same as in the two polar cases described in
Section II above.

In this analysis, we abstract from the use of time in the household by
having output in the household depend only on goods and consumption
efficiency. This can easily be modified to allow for time allocation in
the household. We focus here on goods consumption since we think
that education is an important complement to the consumption of many
goods including health care, financial services, and education even if
time inputs in the household are not substantial for these goods. For
our current analysis, we assume that the ordering of comparative ad-
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vantage across tasks is the same in the household and market sectors;
but this too is not essential, although it makes interpreting the results
of the analysis somewhat simpler. The biggest gain comes on the em-
pirical front. The assumption that the distribution of advantages is the
same in the two sectors makes understanding the household somewhat
easier since the change in the mix of goods consumed in the household
will now be directly related to the mix of goods produced in the mar-
ketplace.

Given that household output on task x for high school graduates that
purchase units of task-specific goods is , the preferencesaY(x) S (x) Y(x)HS

used above imply that high school graduates will choose their mix of
goods purchased from the market to solve

j/(j�1)

a 1�(1/j)max U p A(x)[S (x) Y(x)] dx� HS{ }
subject to P(x)Y(x)dx p W , (18)� HS

where is the equilibrium market income received by a high schoolWHS

graduate. With the same results from above, the solution to the high
school graduate’s consumption problem is

j a(j�1) �jW A(x) S (x) P(x)HS HSY(x) p . (19)
j a(j�1) 1�jA(z) S (z) P(z) dz∫ HS

The utility received by a high school graduate will be

1/(j�1)

j a(j�1) 1�jU p W A(x) S (x) P(x) dx . (20)HS HS � HS[ ]
Similarly, the utility received by a college graduate will be

1/(j�1)

j a(j�1) 1�jU p W A(x) S (x) P(x) dx . (21)COL COL � COL[ ]
The ratio of utilities (which measures the ratio of effective incomes)
will be

j a(j�1) 1�j 1/(j�1)[ A(x) S (x) P(x) dx]∫U W COLCOL COLp . (22)
j a(j�1) 1�j 1/(j�1)U W [ A(x) S (x) P(x) dx]∫HS HS HS

Since the market sector has the same organization as in Section II
above, with the exception that productivities are now and1�a 1�aS SHS COL

rather than and , the ratio of wages will be equal toS SHS COL

, and we will have for1�a 1�a 1�aR(x*) p (S /S ) P(x) p 1/S (x) x !HS COL HS
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Figure 3.—Determination of prices when market goods are used in household production

and for . Substituting these into1�a 1�ax* P(x) p R(x*) /S (x) x 1 x*COL

equation (22) yields the ratio of equilibrium utilities as

UCOL p (23)
UHS

1/(j�1)
j a 1�a j�1 j j�1A(x) {S (x) [R(x*)S (x)] } dx � A(x) [S (x)] dx∫ ∫! 1X x* X x*COL HS COL

.
j j�1 j a 1�a j�1( )A(x) [S (x)] dx � A(x) {S (x) [S (x)/R(x*)] } dx∫ ∫! 1X x* X x*HS HS COL

Equation (23) implies that the full education premium, including
gains in both the market and household sectors, will reflect individual
productivity on all tasks together with the productivity of the market
trading partners on the commodities purchased from them in the mar-
ket. The effective productivities for college graduates are now S (x)COL

for and for , and the effective1�ax 1 x* S (x)[R(x*)/R(x)] 1 S x ! x*COL COL

productivities for high school graduates are now for andS (x) x ! x*HS

for . Comparing these results with those1�aS (x)[R(x)/R(x*)] 1 S x 1 x*HS HS

of the pure market case, we see that high school graduates gain less
from access to the market since they still have a comparative disadvan-
tage in the household at the high-x goods. Similarly, college graduates
gain less since they have a comparative disadvantage in the household
at consuming low-x goods. In terms of our earlier figures, the effective
prices (given by the inverse of the effective productivities) are as illus-
trated in figure 3.

As can be seen from figure 3, this economy represents a sort of
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weighted average of the polar pure household and pure market cases.
Trading in the market allows individuals to avoid some of their com-
parative disadvantages, but not all of them. The equilibrium ratio of
full incomes now is a combination, weighted by the parameter a, of the
advantage on the marginal, , and average tasks. In particular, in thex*
central Cobb-Douglas case, equation (23) reduces to

UCOLln p (1 � a) ln [R(x*)] � a A(x) ln [R(x)]dx. (24)�( )UHS

In this case, the equilibrium ratio of effective incomes is a simple geo-
metric weighted average of the marginal and average levels of compar-
ative advantage. On the basis of the change in the distribution of com-
parative advantages over time discussed above (illustrated in fig. 2), the
overall gain to college graduates relative to high school graduates will
exceed the gain observed in the market as long as the average advantage
has at least kept pace. Since the equilibrium advantage on the marginal
task has been depressed by the tremendous growth in supply of more
educated workers, we suspect that this is likely to be the case. The basic
intuition is simple: market premiums for more educated workers have
increased as the distribution of activities has shifted to tasks at which
they have a large comparative advantage. The growth in supply has
limited the growth in the equilibrium premium by shifting to thex*
left. In contrast, the growth in the average level of comparative advan-
tage is not influenced by the shift in . To the extent that collegex*
graduates have a consumption advantage at high-x goods such as health
care, financial services, and education, their household gains are likely
to be large given the large growth in these sectors.

V. Concluding Comments

The household and market sectors are similar in many ways. They are
both large sectors that use much labor and capital, although the house-
hold sector definitely uses more labor and probably more capital as well.
Both sectors engage in an enormously varied set of tasks ranging from
simple ones that require little human or physical capital to highly com-
plicated ones that are knowledge intensive. In addition, both have seen
a strong shift during the past several decades toward knowledge-inten-
sive tasks and away from those using low-skilled inputs.

Yet differences between these sectors are large and significant, and
this article concentrates on a few fundamental differences. The market
sector is organized around exchange, specialization, and the division of
labor by tasks, whereas households have little exchange or specialization
by tasks. This implies that the household sector rewards skills and talents
that are useful at a large variety of tasks, whereas greater market rewards
go to those specialized at difficult tasks. The market sector tends to be
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more efficient than the household sector at using labor and capital
since extensive specialization and exchange raise market productivity.

However, returns to education and other training could still be greater
in households if persons investing in such human capital acquired gen-
eral skills that were particularly useful at household tasks. This is likely
for investments in education since education improves a person’s skills
at processing information, preparing for future events, and managing
multiple tasks. These skills are especially important in the modern
household because these households perform many complicated tasks
that must be coordinated.

The value of education in the market sector rose at an unprecedented
rate during the past three decades. Much less recognized is that edu-
cation also became much more valuable in households, as knowledge
became more important to health, the education of children, financial
management, marital stability, and other activities. The same forces that
raised returns in the market sector—such as technological progress bi-
ased toward workers with greater human capital, lower prices of capital
goods, and increased demand for more knowledge-intensive goods—
were also important to households.

The framework developed in this article is valuable in analyzing fur-
ther the anatomy and returns to human capital in the household sector.
We hope to extend the discussion in this article in future work, and we
now conclude this article by mentioning some of the topics omitted
here that should be treated in future work.

First, this article treats only single-person households and neglects
the long-standing division of labor among tasks between men, women,
and other household members. The household division of labor by
gender has shrunk sizably as women have invested much more in skills
that prepare them for higher-level market tasks. What are the impli-
cations of this important development for household efficiency, returns
to human capital in the household, and marital matching, divorce, and
other important aspects of family formation and dissolution?

In addition, this article assumes that all workers of equal education
are identical in both the market and household sectors. However, the
gains from specialization and the division of labor in the market sector
imply that workers have an incentive to invest in specialized human
capital that is highly productive at only a limited set of market tasks.
Each specialized worker then combines with other specialized workers
to produce and distribute the various outputs produced in the market
sector. Such specialized investments can be incorporated into our anal-
ysis by building on the discussion in Becker and Murphy (1992).

Human capital that is highly specialized to the market may not be
productive in households since general human capital is more produc-
tive in households. For example, specialized workers who engage in only
a few rather simple tasks may lose “autonomy” that would make them
less able to handle the responsibility for many decisions that households
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must cope with. The conflict between the advantages of specialization
at work and the disadvantages of specialization in the household may
be what Adam Smith meant in his major qualifications to the gains from
specialization: “The man whose whole life is spent in performing a few
simple operations . . . has no occasion to exert his understanding, or
to exercise his invention in finding out expedients for removing diffi-
culties which never occur. He naturally loses, therefore, the habit of
such exertion, and generally becomes as stupid and ignorant as it is
possible for a human creature to become” (Smith 1937, 734). Future
analysis is needed of the importance of coordination and decision-
making skills in households and how different types of human capital
investments in both the market and household sectors affect these skills.

Finally, most of the discussion in this article assumes that the house-
hold and market sectors are separate sectors. Section IV modifies that
to require households to transform goods produced in the market sector
into commodities that are consumed. Households differ in their pro-
ductivity at such transformation activities because of differences in ed-
ucation, other human capital, and their experiences at market activities.
A natural generalization of this discussion would allow households to
use both market goods and their own time to produce commodities
and to substitute market goods for their own time when that is efficient.
One would then expect educated households to substitute toward mar-
ket inputs for commodities that require mainly low-skilled labor and
less educated households to substitute market inputs for their own time
for household commodities that require skilled inputs. The analysis of
how well households of different types can substitute market inputs for
their own time is a promising avenue for further work.
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